
CALCULUS LABORATORY ACTIVITY
Parametric Equations & Polar Coordinates

• Required tasks: Plot parametric and polar curves, solve equations and integrals

• Suggested Technology:

– Maple 18 or Wolfram Alpha (http://www.wolframalpha.com)

Goals

By the end of this lab, you should have:

• improved your understand of how a parameter such as t generates a curve through its
influence on x and y coordinates.

• improved your understand of how polar curves are formed through their r and θ
coordinates.

• improved your understand of how to apply techniques of calculus to parametric and
polar curves.

If you are using Maple, you can use the Maple worksheet attached with this document in
Blackboard which shows how to plot parametric equations and polar coordinate in Maple.

If you are using Wolfram Alpha, you can find out how to plot parametric equations and
polar coordinates at this location:

http://www.wolframalpha.com/examples/PlottingAndGraphics.html

(scroll down a bit and look in the right hand column).

By the time you get to this lab, you should have read a lot about parametric equations
and polar coordinates, so let’s just get right to it! These exercises should reinforce your
ability to work with them, not teach you new concepts, like some past labs. Based on past
experience, let me offer this hint for parametric curves: remember to play with ranges of t
to be sure you are seeing the entire curve, and remember that t can also be negative!

Write your responses on the pages here; when done, scan them and upload using the given
link in Blackboard.



Part 1: Parametric Equations

1. The following parametric equations define an epitrochoid. What interval for the
parameter t is necessary to complete (close off) the curve? (The meaning of “close
off” will be evident when you view the curve. If your range for t makes the curve look
like a spaghetti noodle dropped on a floor, and you can see both ends of the noodle,
the curve is not complete. When you can no longer see the two separate ends of the
curve, it is complete. After it gets complete, further expansion of the range of t will
just cause the same curve to be traced over and over. Find a precise range for t that
completes the curve exactly once.)

x(t) = 11 cos t− 4 cos

(
11t

2

)
y(t) = 11 sin t− 4 sin

(
11t

2

)

Interval for t to complete the curve:

2. The following parametric equations define Cornu’s Spiral. (If you remember both
parts of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus from Calculus I, you should recognize
that these are indeed functions of t and not x.)

x(t) = C(t) =

∫ t

0
cos

(
πx2

2

)
dx

y(t) = S(t) =

∫ t

0
sin

(
πx2

2

)
dx

Note that these integrals are known as the Fresnel Cosine and Sine functions C(t) and
S(t) respectively. In Maple, you can just build the integrals as shown. In Wolfram
Alpha, you do not need to build the integrals, but can refer to them by their names
C(t) and S(t), using upper case C and S.

What points (x, y) are at the center(s) of the spiral(s)?

3. The following parametric equations define Lissajous figures.

x(t) = a sin(nt) ; y(t) = b cos t

In order to see lots of versions of these figures, you need to make up your own values
of a, b, and n and try them out. As you see variations of these curves, answer the
following questions:

How does the parameter n control the appearance of the curves?



How does the parameter a control the appearance of the curves?

How does the parameter b control the appearance of the curves?

4. Find the exact value of the arc length of this curve

x(t) = 3 sin t ; y(x) = 3 cos t for 0 ≤ t ≤ π

Note that if you recognize the curve and what to do with it, this problem may be
done quickly.

Arc length =

5. Consider the curve
x(t) = 2 cos t ; y(x) = sin(2t)

At what points (x, y) are there horizontal tangent lines on this curve? (Note that this
requires analysis of the equations to get exact answers, not decimal approximations;
getting estimated coordinates simply by inspecting the graph is not sufficient.)

At what points (x, y) are there vertical tangent lines on this curve?

Polar Coordinates

1. How is the graph of a function r = f(θ − c) related to the graph of r = f(θ)? (Note
that this is similar to finding how the graph of f(x − c) relates to the graph of f(x)
in rectangular coordinates, but has a different answer. Make up several examples of
polar functions and different values of c to investigate.)

2. What affect does n have on the number of loops of r = sin(nθ)? (Make sure you try
lots of examples to investigate.)



3. What affect does n have on the number of loops of r = 1 + 2 sin(nθ)? (Make sure you
try lots of examples to investigate.)

4. What type of curve is always generated by r = a sin θ + b cos θ, and what do a and b
control? Be as specific as you can about the effect of a and b.

Type of curve?

How does the parameter a control the appearance of the curve?

How does the parameter b control the appearance of the curve?

5. If the polar curves r = cos(2θ) and r = 2 cos(2θ) are plotted on the same axes, the
loops of the two curves are nested, one inside the other. What is the total area in
between the two curves in one nested loop? Give an exact answer, not a decimal
approximation.

Area =

Have You ...

• improved your understand of how a parameter such as t generates a curve through its
influence on x and y coordinates?

• improved your understand of how polar curves are formed through their r and θ
coordinates?

• improved your understand of how to apply techniques of calculus (such as arc length
or area calculations) to parametric and polar curves?


